Self-Service, No-Code, Data
Lakes on AWS Analytics

Unified big data analytics platform on AWS Analytics with drag and drop interface for data
ingestion, data wrangling, machine learning and visualization

Everything that the data analyst needs
Drag-and-drop interface
for data ingestion, data
wrangling, machine
learning, and visualization

Reusable governable
datasets, pipelines, and
dashboards for enhanced
collaboration

Extensible machine
learning model library
with model quality
management

Fully managed, Scalable
with significantly lower
TCO using AWS
serverless technologies

Unified Big Data Analytics with ShareInsights
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Advanced Analytics Capabilities
Machine Learning
Predictive Analytics

Amazon S3

Amazon EMR

AWS Glue ETL
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Amazon Athena

Amazon RDS

Amazon Redshift

Amazon Sagemaker

Key Features
AWS Analytics

Self-Service

End-to-End

Built-In Library

Governable

Intelligently consumes
the right AWS analytics
services to optimize
performance and cost
savings

Drag and drop design
studio delivering data
exploration, ingestion,
processing and
visualization reduces
complexity

Ability to model data
preparation and
visualization as a single
integrated process
improves dashboard
performance

Rich library of 70+
widgets, tasks, and data
connectors with support
for stored and
livestreamed data

Visual data exploration,
publishing and
governance

Futureproof Analytics

Machine Learning

Lifecycle Management

APIs

Collaboration

Automatic upgrades
and
migrations to
effortlessly keep up with
new AWS services

Drag and drop visual
controls to execute
machine learning
workflows with support for
60+ algorithms using R
and Spark ML

Versioning of datasets,
pipelines, models and
dashboards delivers rich
lifecycle management
capability

Powerful and secure
RESTful APIs deliver outof-the-box data-as-aservice capability

Collaborators can share
insights and build of
each other’s work from
directly within tool

Why ShareInsights?

Accelerates time-to-insight
without requiring
programming

Delivers optimally
performing visualization
for even the largest
datasets

Ensures lowest
workload cost by
intelligently
selecting optimal
AWS services

Democratizes access
to machine learning
empowering citizen
data scientists

ShareInsights Visual Studios

ShareInsights Data Lake Explorer

ShareInsights Analytics Designer

Powerful interactive data explorer for understanding
and publishing data available on S3 data lake

Powerful designer to run advanced analytics over
terabytes of data using a simple drag and drop interface

About
Accelerite

Accelerite is a Silicon Valley based company delivering a product suite that helps an enterprise in its
digital transformation journey. Accelerite’s product suite comprises of ShareInsights - a big data analytics
platform, Neuro – a risk based authentication platform, Rovius – an enterprise hybrid cloud solution, and
Sentient – an endpoint security platform. Accelerite is part of Persistent Systems.
To learn more about Accelerite ShareInsights, visit www.accelerite.com/
shareinsights

